Anisha’s Interview FAQs:

You should always come with 2-3 questions for the interviewer. These are some good fall back questions when you cannot think of any during the interview.

1. What does a typical day in [name of position] look like with [company name]?
   Ex: What does a typical day in the Account Manager position look like with Quest?

2. What does your ideal candidate look like for this position?

3. What do you like most about working for [company name]?

4. What is the company culture?

5. How did you get to [name of interviewer's position or just use "this position" if interviewer's position is unclear]?

6. What advice do you have for someone looking to work for this company?

7. What is the next step in the interview process for this job? (Great question to end the interview with if you’re very interested in the position.)